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If you find you need more
information about this
club or just can’t wait to
join ring Peet Menzies on
0417855222.
GPO Box 911 Darwin 0801
In Katherine call 89710605 .
Newsletter enquiries to Ted
propellors@bigpond.com

Sometimes it seems a bit difficult to coax motor vehicle enthusiasts out of their sheds and to bring their
lovely old vehicles out into the sunlight. But we have found the answer to that problem. Mention the word
“SHOW” and out they come in droves. The Royal Darwin Show invited us to be part of the grand parade
and out of the woodwork they came. How many? I have no idea. I can’t count that far but rest assured there
was plenty of shiny paintwork and gleaming chrome. Unreal!

Cars made a line,
side by side, right
across the main
arena and still they
came!

There was only one bike in the
parade, An absolutely immaculate BSA Thunderbolt belonging to Darren Boyce. Cassie
tried it for size. A pretty lady
always makes a good bike look
even better!

And since there were photographers
around I couldn’t miss out on a
chance to promote my model T.
Photo: Matt Golby, Darwin Camera Club

MVEC vs Classic Holden Car Club cricket match.
What can I say? They won! It was a beaut day but it would be a bit past journalistic licence to say the standard of cricket was high. It appeared the bat had holes in it.

Mvec captain Peet plans strategy ……… then winds up…………...and ……… action!

Our star player Christopher was the only gun batsman and bowler on the team.

Garrey’s strategy was to whack the Holden
driver in the face while sneakily looking in the
opposite direction.

This 1904 Olsmobile has a
bonnet, but the engine is at
the rear. The fuel tank is
under here.
This is fashion!

Way back in 1964 Kingsley paid £5/-/- for a 1929
Chev roadster. It was in a sad state but he had
every intention of fixing it up. He stripped it back
to the chassis and as is often the case when restoring cars, progress was slow and as word got round
about what he was doing people offered him other
old Chevs. He ended up with about five or six of
them. Around 1980 a bloke offered to finish the
roadster for Kingsley and instead of receiving
money in payment he would take an old Chev sedan, one of the others. And so Kingsley's Chev
was finished.
We all know that once you get your first old car,
more of them just seem to find you. Now there are
cars behind cars behind more cars.
There is a 1904 Oldsmobile. This one is different
to the curved dash model that we are used to seeing. It is called a French Front model and it seems
that fashions at the time decreed that having a radiator at the front was popular so Olds made a
short run of this model with a radiator in the spot
that is conventional today. It was short lived however they made 800 7 hp models and 500 at 10hp .
This is a 7hp and there are 18 of them known to
exist of which this is the only one in Australia. It
was bought at auction and Kingsley assures me
that is not a good place to buy such a car. As it was
overheating badly from the start, the radiator was
removed and found to have the middle of the core
cut out and the core from a Mini Minor in its
place. It didn’t work well so a new radiator had to
be manufactured. Basically every bush and bearing
had to be replaced right through the car as well.
The cast iron piston in the horizontal single cylinder engine has survived but Kingsley and his wife
Cynthia found it hard to keep up with other vehicles at the veteran car rallies they attended. The

mudguards would fall off
regularly as well so they
decided to get a faster car.
Not quite as fast as a GT
Falcon or a Monaro, they
settled on a 1911 Renault.
They were at one of the
National Veteran Rallies at
Toowoomba when they
discovered the Renault for
sale. The bloke who owned
it arranged for them to
have a test drive at the
lunch stop of one of the rally events. After a bite to eat
they had their first attempt at a drive but the Renault refused to start and had to be trailered home. Not to be put
off they gave him their contact and suggested he ring
them when he got it sorted out. After a couple of weeks
he did let them know it was sorted and they could come
and take their test drive. Cynthia and Kingsley were obviously keen as they took their trailer more than halfway
across their state to find the Renault still wouldn’t start.
They bought it anyway and took it home to find just a

Note the emblem on top of the radiator is a picture of the familiar curved dash model

little bit of muck in the carby. But the standard of
the car is really lovely. The car had been bought
new in Maryborough in Qld in 1911 and at the end
of its useful life was abandoned in a paddock till
about 1960 when a gent removed it to his home in
Sydney. He never progressed on the restoration and
the remains were removed to the Gold Coast in
1990. The new owner was obviously a bit more enthusiastic with the project as he had it on its first
rally in 1993 and used it regularly until 2005 when
Cynthia and Kingsley purchased it. The standard of
the restoration is lovely and now they can keep up
with the other rally cars!
There are more cars in this family. A 1920 Ford T
rubs up against a 1961 60 series Fleetwood Cadil- The Chevrolet that started the car collection
lac. The Caddy is a bit different than the other cars
and I enquired why. “Cynthia wanted a Cadillac.”
That's a pretty good reason I reckon. This car was
bought in USA by a mate in1967. The mate imported it in 1968. Kingsley bought it in 1989. It
shows 111000 miles and is still totally original.
The paint it wears is what it came out of the factory with as, are the seats.
Lots of people seem to think that this car business
is a blokey thing. Cynthia was at a car rally at a
park with Kingsley when she spied a car that stole
her heart. The car was a Triumph Herald and not
knowing who was the owner she kept an eye on it.
When she saw a person approaching it she hurried
over to see if the owner would be interested in
selling. The owner was a midwife who had been
1961 Cadillac Fleetwood just for Cynthia
called out to a birth that just would not wait while she
discussed the attributes of her car, so Cynthia presented her
Every collection needs a model T
contact and should the lady be interested in selling would she
call. As it turned out the midwife was about to embark on a
project that was going to use a lot of the family funds and yes,
she would be interested in selling the Triumph. Cynthia now
has a lovely blue Triumph Herald. She also has an amazing
collection of dolls and plates and stuff but that's not really mechanical so I can’t get carried away with it in this column.
Naturally there is “stuff” adorning the walls of the shed.
Kingsley reckons he likes things that make a lot of noise. So
there are old time warning devices that go honk, beep, ding and
rkrkrkrkrk. Brass is on the list too, so there are all sorts of
shiny brass bizzos. But the coup de grace of the collection is
actually the first thing you come to when you arrive. It is a
train carriage complete with train station. Outside on the platform is all sorts of stuff including a collection of cast iron lids
from the old square riveted shipping tanks which were the early
form of shipping containers. The manufacturer would always
cast their name into the lid. There is also the stuff you would
expect to find around a train station, crossing signs, bells and
that sort of thing. Stepping inside the train is different. The first
part is a long room lined with “stuff.” And real good stuff too.
There are cast iron names plates, unusual spanners, signs and
the most incredible collection of lamps I have ever seen. This

The railway station is
pretty impressive from
the outside with signals
and level crossings etc,
but step inside the train
to a different world!

lot would make Alladin jealous! In amongst this lot is the item that
started the whole collection off. Even before the old Chev. The
starting point is one particular lamp Kingsley bought back in 1959
and it cost him 5/-. If you aren't up with the old currency, five bob
or fifty cents in today's money. Who said old fellers can’t remember anything? There is a stern light off an old paddle steamer. Cynthia has an attraction to paddlesteamers, she lived on the “Captain
Sturt” at Goolwa in SA many years ago. A wash basin off a TAM
sleeper carriage from NSW railways and all sorts of bits with Tas
rail or Qld rail and every other sort of rail on it. Just about every
piece has a story to go with it. This section of the carriage has been
restored but moving further along are all the compartments. They
are original and haven't been restored. They hold dinner parties in
here, often with a theme. An example was a “night on the Orient
Express. Another was a mobile casino with a different card game
in each compartment. The guests get dressed up for the theme and
Kingsley being a Rotarian, they raise
money for charity.
The funds raised have
been sufficient to
make life better for a
certain child with
Cerebral Palsey.

Some of the stationery engines. The
1914 Standard has
been to 8 National
rallies.

The interior of the carriage is completely lined with interesting “stuff”

This is the lamp that started
the whole collection back in
1959

1911 Renault is a bit faster
than the Oldsmobile

One quick glance and Cynthia just
had to own the Triumph Herald

A typical wall in a
shed chock full of
good “stuff”

Jack’s EJ Premier. Colour is a Metallic gold. Lovely!

The 1,000,000th Holden
Way back around 1982 Jack
Clissold realised he needed an
EH Holden. Trouble was even
back then they were nearly 20
years old and were a bit hard to
come by, especially in Darwin.
Jack had to settle for an EJ. For
non Holden readers, EJ was
1962 , the EH appearing part
way through 1963.
The EJ was in the wrecking
yard and Jack bought it from
Atlas wreckers for the pricely
sum of $200. It was a bit sad,.
It had thrown a conrod through
the block and the bellhousing
was broken. The interior wasn't
all that flash either.
After getting it home and fixing
the mechanical problems, Jack's wife pranged her
car. The obvious replacement for the time being was
the EJ and it was brought into daily use.
Somewhere about this time, and after reading about
the millionth Holden and seeing photos of it, Jack
realised the car he had bought was the same as the
1,000,000th Holden. It was a Premier, the luxury version of a Holden and it was the same metallic gold
colour so Jack decided to restore it to the same glory

as that lovely 1,000,000th car.
This was no light hearted decision, it was completely
stripped. That is no engine, no transmission, no interior and rebuilt from the bottom up. But it didn't need
to be changed to be the replica. By chance it had been
that way when it originally came out of the factory.
The restoration started in 1988, a good Australian bicentennial project, and was back on the road and registered again in 1989.
And once it was brand new again, it graced the streets

In its stripped down state

The interior as found

The entire interior was remanufactured

of Darwin but it never actually
ventured further than Adelaide
River. When I drove it out of the
shed to photograph it, I could not
help notice the lack of play in the
gear change and everything. It is
tight, like a new car.
Jack is soon moving into smaller
premises and has decided to offer
the Premier for sale. For a
chance to own this vehicle see
the classified ads in this publication.

Engine bay is original except for lovely finned alloy
rocker cover. Jack has the original though.
Brake hydraulics are in stainless.

Stuff on the net
http://saigontoday.net/GeorgesWisdom/tabid/73/
EntryId/24662/Opening-of-King-Stutz-Tomb.aspx
Alex and Imogene Miller of East Orange , VT.
They eked out an existence on a small farm. Alex
would scrounge rusty nails from burnt buildings to
repair his roof. He drove a ratty VW Beetle, and
when it died, he found another even more ratty,
and another...the rusting carcasses littered his
yard. Alex died in 1993, and Imogene died in
1996. The local church took up a collection so
they could be buried in the churchyard, and the
state began the process of taking the farm for
taxes. That would have been the end of a sad
story, except while preparing the estate for auction, the sheriff discovered a cache of bearer
bonds taped to the back of a mirror. That triggered a comprehensive search of the house and
outbuildings. The estate auction would eventually
be handled by Christies, and it would bring out
collectors from all over the world.
It seems that Alex Miller was a Rutgers grad, son
of a wealthy financier. He lived in Montclair ,
NJ , where he founded Miller's Flying Service in
1930. He operated a gyrocopter (look it up, it's
too much of a digression) for mail and delivery
service through the 30's. But the Millers had a
secret, and they moved from Montclair when they
needed room for it.
Choosing to live low profile, and paranoid about
tax collectors, Miller moved to the farm in VT,
and took his collections with him. Most of his
cash had been exchanged for gold and silver bars
and coins, which he buried in various locations
around the farm. He carefully disassembled his
gyrocopter, and stored it in an old one-room
schoolhouse on his property. He then built a couple of dozen sheds and barns out of scrap lumber
and recycled nails. In the sheds he put his collection. Alex Miller had an obsession with cars. Not
just any cars, but Stutz cars. Blackhawks, Bearcats, Super bearcats, DV16's and 32's. He had
been buying them since the 1920's. When Stutz
went out of business, he bought a huge pile of
spare parts, which was also carefully stored away
in his sheds. Sometimes, he would stray, and buy
other "special cars", including Locomobiles, a
Stanley, and a Springfield Rolls Royce. He never
drove them. He'd simply move them into his storage sheds in the middle of the night, each car
wrapped in burlap to protect it from any prying
eyes. Over the years, the farm appeared to grow
more and more forlorn, even as the collection was
growing. Rather than dipping into his cache, he
would labor for hours making copies of the original parts by hand. Collectors knew him as a sharp
trader, who had good merchandise but was prone

to cheating. His neighbors had no clue at all, they thought
Alex and Imogene were paupers, and often helped out
with charity.
The auction was a three day circus, billed as the "Opening
of King Stutz Tomb". It attracted celebrity collectors, as
well as thousands of curiosity seekers. The proceeds
were in the millions, some items went for far more than
their value in the frenzy. In the end, the IRS took a hefty
chunk of the cash for back taxes, which proves the old
adage about the only two sure things in life…( Editor’s
note: I just heard this statement in the Elvis movie, Speedway. The two things are death and tax)
Final tally:
$2.18 million at auction
$1 million in gold, $75,000 in silver, $400,000 in stock
Check out the first pages of the catalogue:
http://forums.aaca.org/attachments/
f169/65174d1285164419-k-miller-stutz-hoardakmillercover.jpg
http://forums.aaca.org/attachments/
f169/65175d1285164419-k-miller-stutz-hoardakmillerpage1.jpg
http://forums.aaca.org/attachments/
f169/65176d1285164419-k-miller-stutz-hoardakmillerpage2.jpg
Some amazing photos at http://www.nwphoto.com/
nwimages/main.php?g2_itemId=846
And some interesting discussions on Alex
http://forums.aaca.org/f169/k-miller-stutz-hoard289265.html

Typical example of the collection (above)
and another that has since been restored (below)

Phone: 0428 563 067
E-mail: sir-william@aanet.com.au

PO Box 1389
Katherine
Northern Territory
0851

Katherine Motor Vehicle Enthusiasts
Club

Please see the contact details below.

It would be greatly appreciated if your
Club was keen to participate that you
contact us to help us with catering and
accommodation arrangements etc.

We would be rapt if members of your
organisation could join us for this event.

Please note this years venue is the Katherine Show Grounds.
NOT Katherine Council Grounds as previous years.

Proudly sponsored by

Katherine Festival
“Show & Shine”
Car & Bike Display
Sat. 27th August
2011

Katherine Motor
Vehicle Enthusiasts
Club

6.30pm - late Dinner and social activities. Venue and
menu to be announced.

5.30pm - 6.00pm Presentation of trophies courtesy of
Shannon‟s Insurance.

2.30pm -5.30pm “Show & Shine” display and judging.

2.00pm - 2.30pm Drive to Katherine Show Grounds
and prepare cars / bikes for display.

Midday - 2.00pm Meet & Greet BBQ lunch
Katherine PAWA Recreation Rooms.

Programme of Events:

HOW MUCH? Free Entry to “Show & Shine” BBQ
and salad lunch $10.00 per person. Stew and curry
dinner, $15.00 per person.

WHERE? Commencing at the Power And Water
Social Club Recreation Rooms Katherine (see map).
Show and Shine taking place at Katherine Show
Grounds.

WHEN? Midday onwards Saturday 27th August 2011

As part of the 2011
Katherine
Festiv al
(formerly known as “The
Flying Fox Festival”) the
Katherine Branch of the
Motor Vehicle Enthusiasts
Club of the Northern
Territory and Shannon's
Insurance are pleased to
host the 2011 Katherine
Show & Shine Car and
Bike Display.

The Details

TROPHY CATEGORIES:

Best Bike
Best 4WD vehicle
Best Unfinished Project
People‟s Choice vehicle
Mike Smith perpetual trophy for „Best Wheels‟
Participation Medallions for all vehicles entered
Perpetual Trophy Holden Vs Ford Club Participation









Best British Vehicle


Best Australian vehicle

Best Japanese vehicle





Best USA vehicle



Best European vehicle

Best Original vehicle





Best Modified vehicle



Trophies will be presented to the winners of the following categories, courtesy of Shannon's Insurance:

So come and join us for a relaxing day enjoying good food, good fun, good cars, good
bikes and good fellowship. The Katherine
Festival main event is on the same day, time
and location as the “Show & Shine” so there
will be tick markets, displays and events to
further explore and enjoy. Looking forward
to seeing you there!

Please feel free to take advantage of MVEC
Katherine‟s hospitality and enjoy free camping close to Katherine town. Details to be
provided on the day. Otherwise there are
several Motels and Caravan Parks to choose
from.

For Visiting Car/Bike Clubs

Free stuff
Get your free ads in here.
Give stuff away, sell stuff, get information, find a
lover. Got a story to tell? Whatever you like.
Email Ted at propellors@bigpond.com
or phone 89886049
Deadline...the end of the month

Motoring magazines from the 1950’s
Mobs of them. Restored cars and others. Free!
Jack 89278346
Workshop equipment
Press
Bead blaster
Parts washer
Small drill press
Vice
Pullers
Assorted hand tools and other stuff
Also large selection of automotive electrical parts,
alternators, starters.
Everything cheap
Jack 89278346
27 Ridgehaven Cct Leanyer
EJ Holden Premier
Replica of the 1,000,000th Holden
Totally restored, new tyres.
$12,000
Jack 89278346

Gangsters, Mobsters or whatever you call people
that flaunt the law. Please be advised that due to
popular request the band and the venue for the
Gangsters Ball have been booked for 7th July
2011.
Mark it on your calendar
This years event resulted in approx $600 into our
clubs coffers. Be part of it next year. Great times
guaranteed.

The Motor Vehicle Enthusiasts Club
extends it’s thanks to

Shannons Insurance
For it’s continued support
for the club

WOTS ON THIS YEAR
Lots!! Come along and enjoy
On the 2nd Wed of every month there is a members meeting at the hangar 7.30 pm plus bbq beforehand.
Also there is a working bee at the hangar the following Sunday.
August

Sept
Oct
Nov

21 Club run Jim Coopers amazing Ford collection & have a barbie lunch while you are there
Meet at hangar 10am
27 Club Run Katherine festival show & shine. Meet at Coolalinga 9am
4 Fathers Day Open Day HANGAR. Show off your cars.
18 Club run to Adelaide River (Railway Museum), meet at Coolalinga at 9.00 a.m.
8 AGM
23 Club run Daly Waters pub anniversary
20 Club run
26 Christmas dinner at CAZALYS
9 Chris and Kathy's Christmas show

If undeliverable return to
MOTOR VEHICLE ENTHUSIASTS CLUB
GPO BOX 911 DARWIN 0801

PRINT
POST
PP 545393-00032
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How to sell toothbrushes
The kids filed back into class on Monday morning. They were very excited. Their weekend homework was
to sell something, then give a talk on productive salesmanship.
Little Sally led off: “I sold biscuits and I made $30,” she said proudly.
“My sales approach was to appeal to the customer’s civil spirit and I credit that approach for my obvious
success.”, “Very good” said the teacher.
Little Jenny was next: “I sold magazines, “ She said, “I made $45 and I explained to everyone that magazines would keep them up on current events,” “Very good, Jenny” said the teacher.
Eventually it was Little Johnny’s turn. The teacher held her breath.
Little Johnny walked to the front of the classroom and dumped a box full of cash on the teacher’s desk.
“$2,467” he said. “$2,467!” cried the teacher “What in the world were you selling?”
“Toothbrushes,” said Little Johnny. “Toothbrushes!” echoed the teacher, “How could you possibly sell
enough tooth brushes to make that much money?”
“I found the busiest corner in town,” said Little Johnny, “I set up a Dip & Chip stand and gave everybody
who walked by a free sample.” They all said the same thing, “Hey, this tastes like dog shit!” Then I would
say, “it is Dog Shit. Wanna buy a toothbrush?”
“I used the Government’s strategy of giving you something shitty for free and then making you pay to get
the taste out of your mouth.”

